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Abstract
While hardware buttons on mobile devices are mainly used for simple shortcuts, they offer more potential for quick, subtle and eyes-free input. In this work, we present VolumePatterns as an example prototype where users authenticate on their phones with short and long press volume button patterns.
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Introduction
For keyboards, controllers and mobile devices, hardware buttons are one of the most common input methods found on digital devices as their physicality affords intuitive and tactile interaction [5, 6]. On the smartphone, most of the user's interaction needs are handled via the touchscreen providing both, input and output capabilities. Physical buttons have remained to easen access to system features, but are underexplored since the inauguration of touch inputs.
Figure 1: Hardware buttons can be used for a variety of purposes. In our work, we propose to use volume buttons for micro authentication tasks (i.e., allow for short tasks involving semi-private functionality) by entering patterns of volume button presses to unlock functionality like settings, messaging and navigation.

This research aims at revisiting mobile button interactions based on the current hardware design of smartphones. Most devices provide additional hardware buttons for simple input (e.g., power, volume control). Hardware buttons are beneficial in several ways: 1) they are eyes-free, thus allowing users to input without paying specific attention to it, 2) they allow for subtle input (i.e., users could in principle hit buttons, e.g., from inside a pocket), and 3) they can support microinteractions [8].

In this paper, we present VolumePatterns as an example use case of authentication through volume button patterns. As input on mobile touchscreen devices, be it for security sensitive issues or even casual interaction, is exposed to several risks and threat models (e.g., shoulder surfing [2] or smudge [1] attacks), we introduce this as a possible alternative with potential advantages over touchscreen input due to the ability of eyes-free and subtle interaction.

Volume Patterns

We present VolumePatterns, where users authenticate by doing a combination of volume button presses. We exclude the power button as in this context it is already assigned to lighting up the screen to trigger functionality worth protecting. In our prototype, VolumePatterns, we focus on unlocking as the main application in order to evaluate if this approach can provide additional security and would thus be suitable to unlock semi-private functionality.

Our idea of using volume keys to unlock a smartphone builds on previous work. The app Volume Unlock [7] allows to wake the screen with the device’s volume buttons in case the power button is broken. With the app Sequence Unlock [4], it is possible to unlock the device with a sequence of volume button presses. However, this app requires root access and is not available over common software distribution platforms. It also has a very limited key space that we try to address in our approach.

We hypothesise our approach to be fairly resistant against shoulder-surfing due to the use of subtle finger movements. In addition, hardware button input does not leave traces on the display and is thus resistant against smudge attacks [1]. Furthermore, we benefit from the use of hardware buttons since users can interact with them eyes-free, thus enabling subtle and even out of sight authentication (e.g., in a pocket).

Theoretical Keyspace and Consequences

Due to the use of only two buttons (volume up and down), the theoretical keyspace for patterns is very limited. To increase the theoretical keyspace, we distinguish between long and short keypresses, hence there are four possible inputs:
Referring to classical pins of length four, this results in a theoretical key space of 256. Hence, the theoretical key space is too small to provide reasonable security for fully unlocking a device (especially in contrast to pins). However, the sequence length does not have to be limited to four input signs, which can increase the patterns’ complexity.

An alternative would be to increase the input space further, e.g. by adding additional temporal distinctions (e.g. short, medium, long), allow for combinations of volume buttons (%, %) or include the power button (I) as input. For this work, we decide to keep the input simple to avoid mentally overloading the user, but kept the option of longer patterns.

**Implementation**

We implemented the concept as an Android app, mimicking a lock screen. Users can set a custom unlock pattern consisting of long and short volume key presses (i.e., from the input alphabet: ↓, ⇓, ↑, ↑) with a minimal length of four. In case the user enters three wrong sequences, the app switches to a backup lock screen, where the user can unlock the phone with a custom numeric PIN (compare Figure 2).

To find a good threshold for the distinction between long and short key presses, we conducted a pilot test (N=20) where participants had to enter the pattern ”↑ ↑ ↑ ↑”, i.e. alternating long and short presses of the volume up button. Our results (compare Figure 3) show that all users in-

![Figure 2: Sample screens of our prototype allowing the user to define a new pattern of volume key presses (left) and the fallback PIN screen in case of three failed attempts.](image)

![Figure 3: Distribution of long and short key presses. The results show, that 300ms is a valid threshold, as none of the short presses was longer (max=208ms) and none of the long presses shorter (min=328ms).](image)
terpreted a “long press” as at least 300ms (mn=381.2ms, std=163.6), while the longest recorded “short presses” had a duration of 208ms (mn=144.4ms, std=24.8). From that we recommend a threshold of 300ms, which is also aligned with the long press duration of the Google keyboard (Gboard) [3] that is pre-installed on many Android devices.

Conclusion and Future Work
In this work we proposed a prototype called VolumePatterns to authenticate on a mobile device using patterns of volume button presses. We did a pilot test (N=20) to identify a threshold for long and short presses differentiation which tended to be 300ms as the long press duration of the Google keyboard (Gboard). We reported the concept and implementation of our VolumePatterns. As a concrete next step, we will evaluate the prototype to test its usability and security against attacks (i.e. shoulder surfing).
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